In this paper, X is always a locally convex HausdorfT linear space over R and 93 is the cylindrical tf-algebra on X. And G consists of parallel displacement on X, x ' ->.r + <p, where p runs through a linear subspace 0 of X. Up to the present time the representation of this type is considered together with the representation such type as where 3;*£=^* (topological dual space of X) in view of the field theory in quantum mechanics. However we shall treat here V^e alone and discuss their various properties. The first important problem is a decomposition of these non irreducible representations. We shall carry out it using a direct integral of Hilbert spaces. This is one of main results of our subject and discussed in Section 2. If 0-quasi-invariant measure is also ?P"-quasi-invariant, then it becomes an interesting problem to discuss relations of the two representations of
In this paper, X is always a locally convex HausdorfT linear space over R and 93 is the cylindrical tf-algebra on X. And G consists of parallel displacement on X, x ' ->.r + <p, where p runs through a linear subspace 0 of X. Up to the present time the representation of this type is considered together with the representation such type as where 3;*£=^* (topological dual space of X) in view of the field theory in quantum mechanics. However we shall treat here V^e alone and discuss their various properties. The first important problem is a decomposition of these non irreducible representations. We shall carry out it using a direct integral of Hilbert spaces. This is one of main results of our subject and discussed in Section 2. If 0-quasi-invariant measure is also ?P"-quasi-invariant, then it becomes an interesting problem to discuss relations of the two representations of 0 and W '. These considerations not only clarify the theoretical structure, but also offer a technical tool assuring that some kinds of reasoning will be carried out smoothly. Those will be done in Section 3. Section 4 is a study of a <P-ergodic measure IJL, a spectral measure a and the multiplicity of the representation Vfi t e. It will be shown that the ergodicity of IJL derives that the spectral measure <3 is also X*-Qrgodic and the representation V^e has uniform multiplicity, and that the multiplicity 1 together with the -ST*-ergodicity of a implies that p. is 0-ergodic. However we don't have a definite relation with these three relations, though it seems that there exists some interesting connection between multiplicity and ergodicity. Next we shall consider countable direct product of such representations V/u n ,0n (w = l, 2, •••) in Section 5 and obtain a result like the theorem of Kakutani type. This is the second one of our main results. The third one discussed in Section 6 is a decision of maximal spectral type of Gaussian measures 7 on locally convex spaces. Moreover it will be turned out that under assumptions that 0 is a trivial 1-cocycle or some special one, V 7 ,o is equivalent to Vr',0', if and only if 7 is equivalent to some translation of /'. §2 0 Irreducible Decomposition of Canonical Representations by Direct Integrals 2.1 Basic notation. Let X be a locally convex Hausdorff linear space over R and 93 be the cylindrical (7-algebra on X. That is, 93 is the minimal (T-field with which all the continuous linear functionals x*£=X* are measurable. Now we shall take G as a translation group defined by some linear subspace 0 of X. So the probability measure which we are confronted with is ^-quasiinvariant one which is defined by a relation, for all 9^ 0, where ^9( a ) = ^ (° -9) . In what follows we always assume that LjL is separable. Let V^e be the canonical representation of 0 defined by (2.1) where 6 is a 1-cocycle. That is, 6(x, 9) is a complex valued measurable function of x for each fixed 9^0 whose absolute value is always 1 and Now we shall demand that a one parameter group of operators Vn,e(tq>) for each fixed 9^ 0 is continuous. Since
(For example, see [9] .), for the above requirement it is necessary and sufficient that (2.4) 0(x, tcp) -> 0 in /JL, as t -> 0 for each fixed <p^0. From now on we shall impose the above condition (2.4) upon 9. We remark that (2.4) is immediately extended to an ^-variable form, (2.5) 
0(x, hVi-\ -----t-tnPn) -> 0(X, ti<p\-\ -----\-tn<Pn) in fJL,
as (ti, for all h, g^U*jjL.
(The Hellinger distance is defined as follows] where p is an arbitrary a-finite measure, as far as Oh and a g is absolutely continuous with p.
Proof. We shall devide the proof into four steps. (I) Put L n : 9 a^0a ' K<0>i, <P a >, -, <<Pn, 9 a y}^R n , where 91, -, 9n is a linearly independent set of 0. We shall observe the explicit form of the image measure L n 6p,Q,h. So let us decompose X into a direct product using a dual system {(p*} (<p*^X*s.t., <g>k, P*> = <5* f<7 -) as follows;
where Xj = (x, 9*) and £ =^~2?=i<^, 9*^91 which will be denoted by q n (x - 
Gitttvi
It is well known that dp has the following properties. (See, [9] .) (P.I) dp is translationally invariant and (A^ d^) is separable. (The separability is a consequence of the assumption that L* is separable.) (P. Now let 0 and 5P" be two linear subspaces of A 0 ? such that (fr^W^A^ and c be the imbedding map from 0 to ?P". We shall denote the corresponding operator TfjL,e( 9 } to 0 and ?P" by T*e( m ) and T*e( u \ respectively. Then it is easily checked that
for all E^&cp. Hence the spectral measure can be chosen as
Lemma 3.1. If 0 is dense in W with the derived topology from dp., then ®r = (*0~1(®*) mod ale.
Proof. Put mod ale}.
Then & is a cf-field. Moreover for any fixed $^W, <^, ^G> is equal to a S-measurable function for (7^e-a.e.^f l , because <^«, ^a> converges to <^, ^a> in cr^e, where {^w}« is any sequence of 0 such that d^n, $}-* 0 (w-> °° (1). Assume that 0 is dense in ¥. Then for any </>^¥, there exists a sequence {<p n }n^0 such that dp((p n , ^)-»0 and thus 9n-*<l) in 0(X, X*). It follows from the assumption and from Proposition 3.1 that {<p n }n is also a Cauchy sequence in dp. Therefore they converge to <p by virtue of (P. 4). As for the second half of (a), repeating the same work in the proof of Lemma 3.1 we see that for any E^& w there exists £i^&<p such that a^e(EQ( t cY
The equivalence of measures immediately follows from this matter. For (2), it is a direct consequence of (1) in the above theorem and Theorem 3.1. D 3.2 General case,, Let 0 and ¥ be two linear subspaces of A^ such that 0^¥. We shall examine how the expression of the direct integral for (V^e, ¥) derives it for (Vf*,e, 0). So let us take linearly independent sets {<p n }n and (<p'n}n such that <p n (n = l, •••) span a dense linear subspace 0o of 0, and both <p n and <p' n (n = I, •••) span a dense linear subspace ¥Q of ¥. From what we have seen in 3.1, it is essential to observe the direct integrals for (Vp,e, 0o) and ( V/JL,O, ¥o) and to discuss their mutual relation for this problem. 
Theorem 4.1. Let p. be a ^-quasi-invariant measure on (X, S3). Then the spectral measure 6 for ( Vp,e, 0) is X* -quasi-invariant. (More exactly, X*\ ^-quasi-invariantM oreover if (JL is 0-ergodic, (That is, fjt(B) = l or 0 provided that B) = 0 for all q>^(D) then a is also X*-ergodic.
Proof. Let /*<El4 and E<=&®. Then Further it is easy to see that S is onto, so 5 is a unitary map with the desired property. Consequently ( V^ J?o°) has the JBo°-ergodic spectral measure and has uniform multiplicity p. Example 3. X=R°°, ® = R~, ju=^n=ia n g C n, with a n >Q, S"=i^n = l, where [c n }n is a mutually different positive sequence and g c is a standard Gaussian measure with mean 0 and variance c. d is a trivial 1-cocycle, so we shall omit the suffix d. Later in Section 6, it will be shown that the representation ( V gc , Uo 0 ) has a spectral measure <7(4c)-i and has uniform multiplicity 1. For the Gaussian case the spectral measure is attained at constant function. As before, (4.6) < T,(F}h, <7> 2 = 2 a n < T gcn (F) XXn 
= f F(y)<Sh\Sg>(y)a f ,(dy). JR™
Thus ( Vp, J2o°) is cyclic, however /^ is not J?o°-ergodic.
Unitary cocycles.
We have seen that the ergodicity of the spectral measure and the uniform multiplicity 1 implies that the original measure is ergodic and that the ergodicity of the original measure implies that the ergodicity of the spectral measure and a uniform multiplicity. However we don't yet know whether the uniform multiplicity can be taken the place of uniform multiplicity 1. Let us make the following device in order to approach to this problem. Let IJL be 0-quasi-invariant, ( Vp,e, 0) have uniform multiplicity p, and K be a Hilbert space of dimension p. Then L| is canonically isomorphic to Lo(A") of all square summable ^-valued functions by a map S^,e. Put Anyway, it seems to the author that this problem will be solved negatively. And if so, it is quite interesting to construct a multiplicity formula for ergodic measures. §5. Product Representation 5.1 Finite product. Let X n (n = l, •••, A/"<oo) be a locally convex Hausdorff space over R, 3Bn be the cylindrical (7-algebra on X n , P-n be â -quasi-invariant probability measure on (X n , 93») and 6 n be a 1-cocycle with property (2.4). Put In this subsection first we shall find an expression of the direct integral for ( Vp.e, 0) using factor expressions. So, choose hn^Ujin such that 6vn,e n ,hn = 6nn,e n ( = :tfn) for each n, and set o\ = G\ X-~Xa N Here we shall make addition to the ergodicity of JLL for a little while. Thus <^n, %*> > 0 (n » °°), as is easily seen. HH 5.2 Countably infinite product. As before, let X n be a locally convex Hausdorff space over 1?, 23n be the cylindrical cr-algebra on X n , P-n be a probability measure on (X n , 33 n ) such that (P n^A^n and fti be a 1-cocycle. We put X: = Tiln=iXn, < $: = Tln=i < ?8n and //: = IIn=i^n. It is easily checked that 29 coincides with the cylindrical tf-algebra on X, and A°^ 0: = {(<pn)£=Tl'n=i®n\<pn = 0 except finite numbers of n}. Further if 0 n =A°fi n holds for all n, then 0 is dense in A° with respect to the Kakutani's metric dp. We put It follows from Theorem 2.1 that we have 0p,e is absolutely continuous with a.
On the other hand, a f ,, e (E)=0 gives that fUn=N+i< 1 «| 1 n>o(^S)cr(^f
all n, because we only have to substitute the corresponding one to 771 in (P. 6) and (P.7) for h n and g n . Hence a(E)=Q by virtue of (5.12), and a is regarded as the spectral measure. Here we shall construct a Hilbert space H(<p a ) for each First we notice that (5.11) is nothing else but that { 1 n(<pn)}n^nn=iHf* n ,e n (<Pn) forms a Co-sequence for cr-a.e. Proof . The necessity is obvious. For the sufficiency, we first notice that the incomplete direct products with different reference vectors are isomorphic to each other. Thus 0>* f 0 = <V,0' implies that dim H^,e(<p a ) = dim H/*',o'(<p a ) for 0X0-a.e.£> a and the conclusion follows from Theorem 2.5. As for the second half, "<7//,0 = <v,0'" is equivalent to It is easy to see that M is well defined and has a unitary extension which will be denoted by the same letter. Put (* -9) )(x) = (M%E)(X -<P), which is first valid for the tame set E and generally holds by limiting procedure, so M%B = const mod 7 and we have %B = ! or 0 mod g. The converse will be proved similarly. Hj By the above theorem it is sufficient to consider only centered Gaussian measures g for our subject. 
Proof. Put for a tame function h = hi
(2)=>(3). Let {kn}n^Hg be a complete orthonormal set in the completion on H g . By the assumption Or, #*> is adherent to the linear span of Wh n s. Therefore (6.17) exactly holds by virtue of (6.12). Remark. We don't yet know whether the conditions of Proposition 6.1 always hold or not, and further H g is always complete or not. However if 7 is extended to a weak Radon measure on X, (the extension is unique,) then the above questions are all solved affirmatively. Besides, it holds certainly that m (X*Y in (6.2) belongs to X. Moreover provided that X is a(X, X*)-complete, then H g is complete with or without Radon extensibility, which is easily seen by virtue of (P.4).
Proposition 6.2. Let X be the completion of (X, a(X,X*)) and put g be the image measure of g by the imbedding map c '. X • ->X. Then if g is Hg-ergodic, then so is g, and H g is dense in
Proof . It is easy to see that H g^H g and g is //^-ergodic, and that the norm on H § is an extension of the norm on H g . We shall prove that H g is dense in Hg. Suppose that it would be false. 
where ^AT is the standard Gaussian measure on U^. And =exp(-8-1 (l+4s 2 ) 2 p5 
\\ dg ' '
And we have
We settle these arguments as the following theorem. Proof. There is nothing to prove (1) and (2) and the sufficiency of (3). In order to prove the necessity of (3), it is sufficient to consider the case s = s'=Q due to Corollary 6.3. Let X be the completion of (X, a(X, X*)), and g, g" be the image measures of g and g' by the imbedding map c ." X ' >X, respectively. As it holds that SB = (^)~1( S ), where S is the cylindrical cr-algebra on X, so we only have to check that g^g' for the proof. By the assumption spectral measures are equivalent. Thus the norm ||-||^ on E is equivalent to IHU&' and we have (6.28) A(x*): = f exp(z< x, x*»p(x)g(dx).
Jx
Since g is ^-ergodic by virtue of Proposition 6.2, so we have Since ||(1 + /U) 1 k n \\H~=l and g' is S-ergodic, so it follows from the corresponding formula to (6.29 here 9n = (9, hn^Hg. Hereafter we shall proceed a similar manner as before and obtain a spectral measure 0 C on (Hg, £#J whose characteristic function is (6.30) § c (9)= fi ?z=i (The spectral measure is attained at A = l.) By the way, if (V g , c , Hg) would be equivalent to some (V^,e, H g ) with a real 1-cocycle 6, then a c must be quasi-invariant under the map -I " <p a ' -> -<p a . Because we have < Vp,e(<p)h, /x>2=
: < Vp,e(-<p)h, h*>2 for all real valued functions h^l^ from which the invariance of the spectral measure a^e follows. Since G c is regarded as a product measure of the countable copies of a 1 -dimensional measure, so by the theorem of Kakutani (See, [5] is a real valued function. We shall calculate it exactly.
